
The Q-Chat Podcast Guest Form

Thank you for your interest in being a guest on the Q-Chat Podcast. Please review the
form in its entirety. Also, please subscribe to http://www.youtube.com/c/GeauxQueen

We are eagerly looking for people with a strong platform that can bring a lot of value to
the Geaux Queen Community.

*Please note that episodes are generally taped in advance. Recorded episodes are
generally released 4 to 6 weeks–sometimes longer, after the initial recording has taken
place. You will be updated when the release publish date is determined.

As a confirmed guest, you understand and agree to the following:

1. As a guest of Q-Chat Podcast, I consent to the audio and video recording of my voice,
use of my name and use of my image as part of my appearance on the podcast.

2. As a guest of Q-Chat Podcast, I agree to share my episode across my social media
platforms.

3. As a guest of Q-Chat Podcast, I agree that Queens Arrogance LLC owns the rights to
my recorded episode and all podcast contents

4. I agree that I will receive no monetary compensation as a guest on this program.

5. As a guest, I agree to promote the episode to my audience to generate plays and
views in exchange for my free appearance on this platform.

6. I understand if I need to cancel my scheduled appearance, that I will contact the
Queensla Media organization via email as soon as possible.

7. I understand that recording starts ON TIME. If for any reason, I have not joined the
Zoom meeting within 5 minutes after the agreed upon scheduled time, the host will

http://www.youtube.com/c/GeauxQueen


cancel the meeting and my invitation to be a guest will be placed back into the
recording submission que and I will be contacted at a later time regarding
rescheduling.

All episodes are recorded via video--CAMERA ON--via Zoom. The video version in
addition to the audio will be released. The video version will be released via YouTube
and the audio version will be released on all audio platforms. Please be aware of your
appearance, lighting and no interruptions during your recording. If you will be using
your cell phone, remember to place the phone on do not disturb before recording
begins. Also, make sure your phone is fully charged or plugged in to avoid any
mishaps. Again, please be on time and ready to record at the agreed upon time.

If you have not already done so, please submit a media kit or any other promotional
materials. Please email to: contact@queensla.info  *Please submit the photos you
would like to be used for promos. High res photos are preferred but not required.

__________________________________________           _________________________

Signature Date


